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THE LAW OF EXCLUDED MIDDLE IN THE SIMPLICIAL
MODEL OF TYPE THEORY
CHRIS KAPULKIN AND PETER LEFANU LUMSDAINE
Abstract. We show that the law of excluded middle holds in Voevodsky’s sim-
plicial model of type theory. As a corollary, excluded middle is compatible with
univalence.
Since [KL20] first appeared in 2012, readers have often wondered whether Voevod-
sky’s model of type theory in simplicial sets validates the law of excluded middle.
This fact is by now folklore within the field (implicitly appealed to in [Uni13, §3.4],
for instance, for the relative consistency of LEM); but since it has still not appeared
in the literature, we set it down here for the record.
We assume [KL20] as background throughout, and follow its notational con-
ventions, with a few shorthands for readability: we omit Scott brackets, write
Γ |= A Type to mean that A is a type of the simplicial model (i.e., a Kan fi-
bration pA : Γ.A → Γ), and write Γ |= A to mean that pA admits a section, i.e., A
is inhabited.
As required for constructing the simplicial model as in [KL20, Cor. 2.3.5], we
assume throughout an inaccessible cardinal α, and later another β < α to give a
universe Uβ in the model.
For Γ ⊢ A Type, define
isPropA :=
∏
x,y:A
IdA(x, y).
Our main goal is the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Schema of Excluded Middle). Let Γ |= A Type, and suppose Γ |=
isPropA. Then Γ |= A+ ¬A.
We write in : ∂∆
n →֒ ∆n for the boundary inclusion of the standard n-simplex,
and f ⋔ g to indicate that f has the left lifting property with respect to g.
Lemma 2. The following are equivalent for a Kan fibration p:
(1) i1×̂in ⋔ p for all n ≥ 0;
(2) in ⋔ p for all n > 0.
Proof. Standard combinatorics of prisms, cf. [JT08, proof of Thm. 1.5.3]. 
Lemma 3. Given a Kan fibration p : Y → X, the image of p is complemented: that
is, the sets {Xn \ p(Yn)}n∈N form a simplicial set X \ p(X) ⊆ X.
Proof. For any n-simplex x ∈ Xn, note that x ∈ Xn \p(Yn) exactly when all vertices
of x lie in X0 \ p(Y0). The claim follows directly. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Unwinding the interpretation of isProp in the simplicial model,
we see that Γ |= isPropA exactly when the two projections π1, π2 : Γ.A.A → Γ.A
are homotopic over Γ. Since Γ.A.A ∼= Γ.A ×Γ Γ.A, this in turn is equivalent to
the fibration pIdA : Γ.A.A.IdA → Γ.A.A being trivial, i.e., right orthogonal to all
boundary inclusions in : ∂∆
n →֒ ∆n.
Since pIdA = i1 ⊲ pA (pullback-exponential), we can rephrase this condition as
i1×̂in ⋔ pA for all n, which in light of Lemma 2 is equivalent to in ⋔ p for all
n ≥ 1. To construct a section of pA+¬A, we decompose Γ according to Lemma 3 as
Γ = Γ0 + Γ1 where Γ0 = pA(Γ.A) and Γ1 = Γ \ Γ0 and work over each component
separately. The map pA : Γ.A → Γ0 is a trivial fibration, hence admits a section.
Over Γ1, the fiber of pA is empty and hence we have a section of p¬A. Together
they give the desired section Γ→ Γ.A+ ¬A of pA+¬A. 
Theorem 1 gave the law of excluded middle in the form of a global scheme. This
immediately implies other forms of LEM, e.g. quantified over an universe as in
[Uni13, (3.4.1)].
Let Uβ be a universe in the model, and define Propβ :=
∑
A:Uβ
isPropA.
Corollary 4. The universe Uβ satisfies LEM: that is,
|=
∏
A:Propβ
(El(π1(A)) + ¬El(π1(A))) .
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 to the type A : Propβ |= El(π1(A)) Type. 
Corollary 5. It is consistent, over Martin-Lo¨f Type Theory with Π-, Σ-, Id-, 1-,
0-, and +-types (as set out in [KL20, App. A, B]), for a universe to simultaneously
satisfy the univalence axiom, the law of excluded middle, and closure under all the
listed type formers.
Proof. By Corollary 4 together with [KL20, Cor. 2.3.5]. 
Corollary 6. In each simplicial universe β, the type of propositions is equivalent
to a discrete simplicial set with 2 elements, i.e., Propβ ≃ 1 + 1.
Proof. This follows internally from Corollary 4, by [Uni13, Ex. 3.9]. 
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